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RIEMANN-HILBERT CORRESPONDENCE FOR
IRREGULAR HOLONOMIC D-MODULES
MASAKI KASHIWARA
Abstract. This is a survey paper on the Riemann-Hilbert corre-
spondence on (irregular) holonomic D-modules, based on the 16-
th Takagi lecture (2015/11/28). In this paper, we use subanalytic
sheaves, an analogous notion to the one of indsheaves.
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Introduction
The classical Riemann-Hilbert problem asks for the existence of a
linear ordinary differential equation with regular singularities and a
given monodromy on a curve.
Pierre Deligne ([De70]) formulated it as a correspondence between
integrable connections with regular singularities on a complex manifold
X with a pole on a hypersurface Y and local systems on X \ Y .
Later the author constructed an equivalence of triangulated cate-
gories between Dbrh(DX), the derived category of DX-modules with reg-
ular holonomic cohomologies, and Db
C-c(CX), the derived category of
sheaves on X with C-constructible cohomologies ([Ka80, Ka84]). The
equivalence is given by the solution functor
SolX : Dbrh(DX) ∼−→ DbC-c(CX) op.
Here SolX(M ) = RHomDX (M ,OX). Note that Dbrh(DX) is self-dual
by the duality functor.
However, it was a long-standing problem to generalize it to the (not
necessarily regular) holonomic D-module case. One of the difficulties
was that we could not find an appropriate substitute of the target
category Db
C-c(CX). Recently, the author solved it jointly with Andrea
D’Agnolo ([DK13]) by using an enhanced version of indsheaves.
There are two ingredients for the solution.
One is the notion of indsheaves. This notion was introduced with
Pierre Schapira in [KS01] to treat “sheaves” of functions with tempered
growth, such as Dbt of tempered distributions or O t of tempered holo-
morphic functions.
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The other ingredient is adding an extra variable. We consider ind-
sheaves on M × R, not on the base manifold M . This method was
originally introduced by Dmitry Tamarkin ([Ta08]) in order to treat
non homogeneous Lagrangian submanifolds of the cotangent bundle in
the framework of sheaf theory. In our context, this method affords an
appropriate language to capture various growth of solutions at singular
points.
Among the results used in the course of the proof is the description
of the structure of flat connections due to Takuro Mochizuki ([Mo09,
Mo11]) and Kiran Kedlaya ([Ke10, Ke11]).
In this survey paper, we explain an outline of the irregular Riemann-
Hilbert problem. We use here, instead of the notion of indsheaves, the
analogous notion of “subanalytic sheaves”.
For a complex manifold X , we construct a triangulated category
D
b(C subX×R∞), called the triangulated category of enhanced subanalytic
sheaves, a fully faithful functor e : Db(CX) −→ Db(C subX×R∞) and its
left quasi-inverse HomE(CTX , • ) : D
b(C
sub
X×R∞) −→ Db(CX). Next we
construct O TX ∈ Db(C subX×R∞), the enhanced subanalytic sheaf of tem-
pered holomorphic functions such that HomE(CTX ,O
T
X) ≃ OX . By
using O TX instead of OX , we define the enhanced solution functor from
the bounded derived category Db(DX) of DX -modules to the category
D
b(C subX×R∞) of enhanced subanalytic sheaves by
SolTX(M ) := RHomDX (M ,O TX) for M ∈ Db(DX).
Restricting it to Dbhol(DX), the subcategory of D
b(DX) consisting
of complexes with holonomic cohomologies, we obtain a fully faithful
functor
SolTX : Dbhol(DX)֌Db(C subX×R∞) op.
Furthermore, we have an isomorphism
HomE
(SolTX(M ),O TX) ≃ M for any M ∈ Dbhol(DX).
Thus we obtain a quasi-commutative diagram:
D
b
rh(DX) SolX
∼
//


id
++
D
b
C-c(CX)
op
RHom (∗ ,O t
X
)
∼
//

e

D
b
rh(DX)


D
b
hol(DX)
SolTX
//
canonical
55
D
b(C subX×R∞)
op
HomE(∗ ,O T
X
)
// D
b(DX).
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This paper is organized as follows. In the first section, we review
the local theory of linear ordinary differential equations. In the next
sections, we shall review sheaves, D-modules and subanalytic sheaves.
After introducing the subanalytic sheaves of tempered distributions and
that of tempered holomorphic functions in § 4, we define the enhanced
version of the de Rham functor and solution functor. Then, in § 6, we
state our main theorems by using these functors. In the next section
§ 7, we give a very brief outline of the proof of the main theorems by
using the results of T. Mochizuki and K. S. Kedlaya.
In the last section § 8, we explain how Proposition 1.1 on the Stokes
phenomena in the one-dimensional case can be interpreted in terms of
the enhanced solution functors.
We refer the reader to [DK13, KS14, KS15, DK15] for a more de-
tailed theory. Remark that the description of the Riemann-Hilbert
correspondence in this paper is different from that of loc. cit. in the
following points.
(a) We use in loc. cit. indsheaves instead of subanalytic sheaves. Since
the category of subanalytic sheaves can be embedded into that of
indsheaves, these two descriptions are almost equivalent.
(b) In loc. cit., the category Eb(ICM) of enhanced indsheaves is de-
fined as a quotient category of the category Db(ICM×R∞) of ind-
sheaves on M ×R∞. However, Eb(ICM ) can be also embedded into
D
b(ICM×R∞) by the right adjoint R
E : Eb(ICM ) −→ Db(ICM×R∞) of
the quotient functor. In our paper, we use the subanalytic sheaf
version of Db(ICM×R∞) instead of E
b(ICM) by using the embedding
RE.
1. Linear ordinary differential equations
1.1. One dimensional case. Let us recall the local theory of linear or-
dinary differential equations. Let X ⊂ C be an open subset with 0 ∈ X
and let M be a holonomic DX -module such that SingSupp(M ) ⊂ {0}
and M ≃ M (∗{0}):=OX(∗{0})⊗OX M . Here OX(∗{0}) is the sheaf of
meromorphic functions with possible poles at 0. It is equivalent to say-
ing that M is a DX-module which is locally isomorphic to OX(∗{0})r
for some r ∈ Z>0 as an OX-module. Let us take a system of genera-
tors {u1, . . . , ur} of M as a free OX(∗{0})-module on a neighborhood
of 0. Then, writing ~u for the column vector with these generators as
components, we have
d
dz
~u = A(z)~u(1.1)
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for some A(z) ∈ Matr
(
OX(∗{0})
)
, i.e., for an (r×r)-matrix A(z) whose
components are in OX(∗{0}). Then for any DX-module L such that
L ≃ L (∗{0}), we have
Hom
DX
(M ,L ) = {~u ∈ L r ; ~u satisfies the same differential
equation as (1.1)},
where we associate to ~u the morphism from M to L defined by ~u 7→ ~u.
1.2. Regular singularities. If we can choose a system of generators
{u1, . . . , ur} of M such that zA(z) has no pole at 0, then we say that
0 is a regular singularity of M , or M is regular. In such a case, there
are r linearly independent solutions of the form
~uj = z
λj
r−1∑
s=0
~aj,s(z)(log z)
s (j = 1, . . . , r),
where ~aj,s(z) is a vector of holomorphic functions defined on a neigh-
borhood of 0. Hence, after a change of generators ~v = D(z)~u with
some invertible matrix D(z) ∈ GLr
(
OX(∗{0})
)
, the new variable ~v
satisfies the equation
z
d
dz
~v = C ~v
for some constant matrix C ∈ Matr(C). Then, by reducing C to a
Jordan form, we see that M is isomorphic to a direct sum of DX -
modules DX(∗{0})/DX(∗{0})(z d
dz
− λ)m+1 with λ ∈ C and m ∈ Z>0.
Note that
DX(∗{0})/DX(∗{0})(z d
dz
− λ)m+1 ≃ DX/DX(z d
dz
− λ− k)m+1
for any k ∈ Z such that λ+ k 6∈ Z>0.
Recall that the solution sheaf of M is defined by
SolX(M ) := RHomDX (M ,OX).
Then the local system on X \ {0}
L := SolX(M )|X\{0} =
{
~u ∈ (OX\{0})r ; d
dz
~u = A(z)~u
}
(1.2)
has the monodromy exp(2π
√−1C). Hence L completely determines
M .
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1.3. Irregular singularities. In the irregular case, we have the fol-
lowing results on the solutions of the ordinary linear differential equa-
tion (1.1):
(i) there exist linearly independent r formal solutions ûj (j = 1, . . . , r)
of (1.1) with the form
ûj = e
ϕj(z)zλj
r−1∑
s=0
~aj,s(z)(log z)
s,
where ϕj(z) ∈ z−1/mC[z−1/m] for some m ∈ Z>0, λj ∈ C, and
~aj,s(z) =
∑
n∈m−1Z>0
~aj,s,nz
n ∈ C[[z1/m]]r with ~aj,s,n ∈ Cr,
(ii) for any θ0 ∈ R and each j = 1, . . . , r, there exist an angular
neighborhood
Dθ0 =
{
z = rei θ ; |θ − θ0| < ε and 0 < r < δ
}
(1.3)
for sufficiently small ε, δ > 0 and a holomorphic (column) solution
uj ∈ OX(Dθ0)r of (1.1) defined on Dθ0 such that
uj ∼ ûj,
in the following sense: for any N > 0, there exists C > 0 such
that
|uj(z)− ûNj (z)| 6 C|eϕj(z)zλj+N | = CeRe(ϕj(z))|zλj+N |,(1.4)
where ûNj (z) is the finite partial sum
û
N
j (z) = e
ϕj(z)zλj
r−1∑
s=0
∑
n∈m−1Z>0,
n6N
~aj,s,nz
n(log z)s.
Here we choose branches of z1/m and log z on Dθ0 .
Note that a holomorphic solution uj is not uniquely determined by
the formal solution ûj. Indeed, uj +
∑
k 6=j ckuk also satisfies the same
estimate (1.4) whenever
Re(ϕk(z)) < Re(ϕj(z)) on Dθ0 if ck 6= 0.
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1.4. Stokes phenomena. We choose another sufficiently small angu-
lar domain Dθ1 such that Dθ0 ∩ Dθ1 6= ∅, and, for each j, we take
a holomorphic solution u′j defined on Dθ1 and with the asymptotic
behavior (1.4) on Dθ1 . Then we can write
u
′
j =
∑
k
aj,kuk on Dθ0 ∩Dθ1
with aj,k ∈ C. Note that
Re(ϕk(z)) 6 Re(ϕj(z)) on Dθ0 ∩Dθ1 if aj,k 6= 0.(1.5)
The matrix (aj,k)16j,k6r is called the Stokes matrix. If we cover a
neighborhood of {0} by such angular domains, then a pair of adjacent
angular domains gives a Stokes matrix, and thus we obtain a family of
matrices satisfying (1.5).
Conversely, we can find a holonomic D-module M whose Stokes
matrices are a given family of matrices satisfying (1.5).
1.5. Stokes filtrations. Deligne [DMR07] interpreted these results as
follows (see also Malgrange [DMR07] and Sabbah [Sa00, Sa13]).
Let ̟ : X˜ −→ X be the real blow up of X along {0} defined in § 7.1
below. Namely,
X˜ := {(r, ζ) ∈ R>0 × C ; |ζ | = 1, rζ ∈ X} and ̟(r, ζ) = rζ.
Recall that L =
(SolXM )|X\{0}. Let S :=̟−1(0) and j : X \{0} −→ X˜
and set
L˜ = (j∗L)|S.(1.6)
Then L˜ is a local system on S of rank r.
For the sake of simplicity, we assume that m in § 1.3 (i) is equal to
1.
Set Φ =
(
OX(∗{0})/OX
)
0
. For ei θ0 ∈ S and ϕ, ψ ∈ Φ, we write
ϕ 
ei θ0
ψ if there exists c ∈ R such that Re(ϕ(rei θ)) 6 Re(ψ(rei θ))+ c
for 0 < r ≪ 1 and |θ − θ0| ≪ 1. Then 
ei θ0
is an order on Φ.
For ϕ ∈ Φ and ei θ ∈ S, we set
(Fϕ)ei θ = {u(z) ∈ (L˜)ei θ ; |u(z)| 6 C|z−M eϕ(z)| on a neighborhood
of ei θ for some C > 0 and M ∈ Z>0}.
Then {Fϕ}ϕ∈Φ satisfies the following conditions by the properties of
the solutions explained in § 1.3:
(i) {Fϕ}ϕ∈Φ is a filtration of L˜, namely,
(a) Fϕ is a subsheaf of L˜ for any ϕ ∈ Φ,
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(b) L˜ =
∑
ϕ∈Φ Fϕ,
(c) (Fϕ)ei θ ⊂ (Fψ)ei θ if ϕ 
ei θ
ψ,
(ii) for any ei θ0 ∈ S, there exist an open neighborhood U of ei θ0, a
finite subset I of Φ and a constant subsheaf Hϕ (ϕ ∈ I) of L˜|U
such that
(a) L˜|U = ⊕
ϕ∈I
Hϕ,
(b) for any ei θ ∈ U and ϕ ∈ Φ, we have
(Fϕ)ei θ =
⊕
ψ∈I, ψ 
ei θ
ϕ
(Hψ)ei θ .
If the above conditions are satisfied we say that {Fϕ}ϕ∈Φ is a Stokes
filtration of the local system L˜. Also in case m > 1, we can define the
notion of Stokes filtration with a suitable modification.
Proposition 1.1. The category of holonomic DX-module M such that
SingSupp(M ) ⊂ {0} and M ≃ M (∗{0})
is equivalent to the category of pairs (L, {Fϕ}) of a local system L on
X \ {0} and a Stokes filtration {Fϕ} on L˜ := (j∗L)|S.
In order to generalize this result to holonomic D-modules in the sev-
eral dimension case, we use enhanced subanalytic sheaves. In the next
sections, we shall review sheaves, D-modules and subanalytic sheaves.
2. A brief review on sheaves and D-modules
2.1. Sheaves. We refer to [KS90] for all notions of sheaf theory used
here. For simplicity, we take the complex number field C as the base
field, although most of the results would remain true when C is replaced
with a commutative ring of finite global dimension.
A topological space is good if it is Hausdorff, locally compact, count-
able at infinity and has finite flabby dimension.
One denotes by Mod(CM) the abelian category of sheaves of C-vector
spaces on a good topological space M and by Db(CM) its bounded de-
rived category. Note that Mod(CM) has a finite homological dimension.
For a locally closed subset A of M , one denotes by CA the constant
sheaf on A with stalk C extended by 0 on X \ A.
One denotes by Supp(F ) the support of F .
There are many formulas concerning the six operations. For example,
we have the formulas below in which F, F1, F2 ∈ Db(CM), G,G1, G2 ∈
RIEMANN-HILBERT CORRESPONDENCE 9
D
b(CN):
RHom (F1 ⊗F2, F ) ≃ RHom
(
F1,RHom (F2, F )
)
,
Rf∗RHom (f
−1G,F ) ≃ RHom (G,Rf∗F ),
Rf! (F ⊗ f−1G) ≃ (Rf! F )⊗G (projection formula),
f !RHom (G1, G2) ≃ RHom (f−1G1, f !G2),
(2.1)
and for a Cartesian square of good topological spaces,
M ′
f ′
//
g′

N ′
g

M
f
//

N
we have the base change formulas
g−1Rf! ≃ Rf ′! g′−1 and g !Rf∗ ≃ Rf ′∗ g′ !.(2.2)
2.2. D-modules. References for D-module theory are made to [Ka03].
See also [Ka70, Ka75, Ka78, KK81, Bj93, HTT08]. Here, we shall
briefly recall some basic constructions in the theory of D-modules.
Let (X,OX) be a complex manifold. We denote by
• dX the complex dimension of X ,
• ΩX the invertible OX-module of differential forms of top degree,
• ΩX/Y the invertible OX-module ΩX⊗f−1OY f−1(Ω⊗−1Y ) for a mor-
phism f : X −→ Y of complex manifolds,
• ΘX the sheaf of holomorphic vector fields,
• DX the sheaf of algebras of finite-order differential operators.
Denote by Mod(DX) the abelian category of left DX -modules and
by Mod(D opX ) that of right DX-modules. There is an equivalence
r : Mod(DX) ∼−→ Mod(D opX ), M 7→ M r := ΩX ⊗OX M .(2.3)
By this equivalence, it is enough to study left DX -modules.
The ring DX is coherent and one denotes by Mod coh(DX) the thick
abelian subcategory of Mod(DX) consisting of coherent modules.
To a coherent DX -module M one associates its characteristic variety
char(M ), a closed C×-conic co-isotropic (one also says involutive) C-
analytic subset of the cotangent bundle T ∗X . The involutivity property
is a central theorem of the theory and is due to [SKK73]. A purely
algebraic proof was obtained later in [Gabb81].
If char(M ) is Lagrangian, M is called holonomic. It is immediately
checked that the full subcategory Modhol(DX) of Mod coh(DX) consist-
ing of holonomic D-modules is a thick abelian subcategory.
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A DX-module M is quasi-good if, for any relatively compact open
subset U ⊂ X , there is a filtrant family {Fi}i of coherent (OX |U)-
submodules of M |U such that M |U =
∑
i Fi. Here, a family {Fi}i is
filtrant if, for any i, i′, there exists i′′ such that Fi + Fi′ ⊂ Fi′′ .
A DX-module M is good if it is quasi-good and coherent. The
subcategories of Mod(DX) consisting of quasi-good (resp. good) DX -
modules are abelian and thick. Therefore, one has the triangulated
categories
• Dbcoh(DX) =
{
M ∈ Db(DX) ;Hj(M ) is coherent for all j ∈ Z
}
,
• Dbhol(DX) =
{
M ∈ Db(DX) ;Hj(M ) is holonomic for all j ∈ Z
}
,
• Dbrh(DX) =
{
M ∈ Db(DX) ;Hj(M ) is regular holonomic for all j ∈ Z
}
,
• Dbq-good(DX) =
{
M ∈ Db(DX) ;Hj(M ) is quasi-good for all j ∈ Z
}
,
• Dbgood(DX) =
{
M ∈ Db(DX) ;Hj(M ) is good for all j ∈ Z
}
.
One may also consider the unbounded derived categories D(DX), D
+(DX)
and D−(DX) and their full triangulated subcategories consisting of
objects with coherent, holonomic, regular holonomic, quasi-good and
good cohomologies.
We have the functors
RHom
DX
( • , • ) : Db(DX)
op × Db(DX) −→ D+(CX),
•
L⊗
DX
• : Db(D opX )× Db(DX) −→ Db(CX).
We also have the functor
•
D⊗ • : D−(DX)× D−(DX) −→ D−(DX)
constructed as follows. For DX -modules M and N , the tensor product
M ⊗
OX
N is endowed with a structure of DX-module by
v(s⊗ t) = (vs)⊗ t+ s⊗ (vt) for v ∈ ΘX , s ∈ M and t ∈ N .
The functor •
D⊗ • is its left derived functor. One defines the duality
functor for D-modules by setting
DXM = RHomDX (M ,DX ⊗OX Ω⊗−1X )[dX ]∈Db(DX)
for M ∈ Db(DX).
Now, let f : X −→ Y be a morphism of complex manifolds. The
transfer bimodule DX−→Y is a (DX , f−1DY )-bimodule defined as follows.
As an (OX , f
−1DY )-bimodule, DX−→Y = OX ⊗f−1OY f−1DY . The left
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DX-module structure of DX−→Y is given by
v(a⊗P ) = v(a)⊗P +
∑
i
aai ⊗wiP,
where v ∈ ΘX and
∑
i ai ⊗wi is its image in OX ⊗f−1OY f−1ΘY .
One also uses the opposite transfer bimoduleDY←−X = f−1DY⊗f−1OY
ΩX/Y , an (f
−1DY ,DX)-bimodule.
Note that for another morphism of complex manifolds g : Y −→ Z,
one has the natural isomorphisms
DX−→Y
L⊗
f−1DY
f−1DY−→Z ≃ DX−→Z ,
f−1DZ←−Y
L⊗
f−1DY
DY←−X ≃ DZ←−X .
One can now define the external operations on D-modules by setting:
Df ∗N := DX−→Y
L⊗
f−1DY
f−1N for N ∈ Db(DY ),
Df!M := Rf! (M
L⊗
DX
DX−→Y ) for M ∈ Db(D opX ),
and one defines Df∗M by replacing Rf! with Rf∗ in the above formula.
By using the opposite transfer bimodule DY←−X one defines similarly
the inverse image of a right DY -module or the direct images of a left
DX-module.
One calls respectively Df ∗, Df∗ and Df! the inverse image, direct
image and proper direct image functors in the category of D-modules.
Note that
Df ∗OY ≃ OX, Df ∗ΩY ≃ ΩX .
Also note that the property of being quasi-good is stable by inverse
image and tensor product, as well as by direct image by maps proper
on the support of the module. The property of being good is stable by
duality.
Let f : X −→ Y be a morphism of complex manifolds. One associates
the maps
T ∗X
πX
((PP
PP
PP
PP
PP
PP
PP
P
X ×Y T ∗Y

fd
oo
fpi
// T ∗Y
πY

X
f
// Y.
One says that f is non-characteristic for N ∈ Dbcoh(DY ) if the map fd
is proper (hence, finite) on f−1π
(
char(N )
)
.
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The classical de Rham and solution functors are defined by
DRX : Db(DX) −→ Db(CX), M 7→ ΩX
L⊗
DX
M ,
SolX : Db(DX) −→ Db(CX) op, M 7→ RHomDX (M ,OX).
For M ∈ Dbcoh(DX), one has
SolX(M ) ≃ DRX(DXM )[−dX ].(2.4)
Let us list up the relations of the de Rham functors with the inverse
and direct image functors.
Theorem 2.1 (Projection formulas [Ka03, Theorems 4.2.8, 4.40]). Let
f : X −→ Y be a morphism of complex manifolds. For M ∈ Db(DX)
and L ∈ Db(D opY ), there are natural isomorphisms:
Df!(Df
∗
L
D⊗M )≃L D⊗Df!M ,
Rf! (Df
∗
L
L⊗
DX
M )≃L L⊗
DY
Df!M .
In particular, there is an isomorphism (commutation of the de Rham
functor and direct images)
Rf! (DRX(M )) ≃ DRY (Df!M ).
Theorem 2.2 (Commutation with duality [Ka03, Sc86]). Let f : X −→
Y be a morphism of complex manifolds.
(i) Let M ∈ Dbgood(DX) and assume that Supp(M ) is proper over Y .
Then Df!M ∈ Dbgood(DY ), and DY (Df!M ) ≃ Df!DXM .
(ii) If f is non-characteristic for N ∈ Dbcoh(DY ), then Df ∗N ∈
D
b
coh(DX) and DX(Df
∗N ) ≃ Df ∗DY N .
Corollary 2.3. Let f : X −→ Y be a morphism of complex manifolds.
(i) Let M ∈ Dbgood(DX) and assume that Supp(M ) is proper over Y .
Then we have the isomorphism for N ∈ D(DY ):
Rf∗RHomDX (M ,Df
∗
N ) [dX ] ≃ RHomDY (Df∗M ,N ) [dY ].
In particular, with the same hypotheses, we have the isomorphism
(commutation of the Sol functor and direct images)
Rf∗SolX(M ) [dX] ≃ SolY (Df∗M ) [dY ].
(ii) Let N ∈ Dbcoh(DY ) and assume that f is non-characteristic for
N . Then we have the isomorphism for M ∈ D(DX):
Rf∗RHomDX (Df
∗
N ,M )[dX] ≃ RHomDY (N ,Df∗M )[dY ].
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3. Subanalytic sheaves
3.1. Subanalytic spaces. Let M be a real analytic manifold. On M
there is the family of subanalytic subsets due to Hironaka ([Hi73]) and
Gabrielov ([Gabr68]) (see [BM88, VD98] for an exposition). This fam-
ily is the smallest family of subsets of M which satisfies the following
properties:
(a) for any real analytic manifold N and any proper morphism f : N −→
M , the image of N is subanalytic,
(b) the intersection of two subanalytic subsets is subanalytic,
(c) the complement of a subanalytic subset is subanalytic,
(d) the union of a locally finite family of subanalytic subsets is suban-
alytic.
This family is a nice family. For example, it is closed by taking the clo-
sure and interior; any relatively compact subanalytic subset has finitely
many connected components, and each connected component is sub-
analytic; any closed subanalytic subset is the proper image of a real
analytic manifold as in (a).
For real analytic manifolds M , N and a closed subanalytic subset
S of M , we say that a map f : S −→ N is subanalytic if its graph
is subanalytic in M × N . One denotes by A RS the sheaf of R-valued
subanalytic continuous maps on S. A subanalytic space (M,A RM), or
simply M for short, is an R-ringed space locally isomorphic to (S,A RS )
for a closed subanalytic subset S of a real analytic manifold. In this
paper, we assume that a subanalytic space is good, i.e., it is Hausdorff,
locally compact, countable at infinity with finite flabby dimension.
A morphism of subanalytic spaces is a morphism of R-ringed spaces.
Then we obtain the category of subanalytic spaces.
We can define the notion of subanalytic subsets of a subanalytic
space.
A sheaf F on a subanalytic space M is R-constructible if there exists
a locally finite family of locally closed subanalytic subsets Mj (j ∈ J)
such that M =
⋃
j∈J Mj and the sheaf F |Mj is locally constant of finite
rank for each j ∈ J . We denote by ModR-c(CM) the full subcategory
of Mod(CM) consisting of R-constructible sheaves. It is a subcategory
stable by taking kernels, cokernels and extensions.
One defines the category Db
R-c(CM) as the full subcategory of D
b(CM)
consisting of objects F such that H i(F ) is R-constructible for all i ∈ Z.
It is a triangulated subcategory and equivalent to Db
(
ModR-c(CM)
)
.
3.2. Subanalytic sheaves. Subanalytic sheaves are sheaves on a cer-
tain Grothendieck topology associated with subanalytic spaces. Here
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we shall introduce it directly without using the language of Grothen-
dieck topology.
Let M be a subanalytic space. Let OpM be the category of open
subsets. The morphisms are inclusions, that is, HomOpM (U, V ) = pt
or ∅ according to U ⊂ V or not. Let Opsub,cM be the full subcategory
of OpM consisting of relatively compact subanalytic open subsets.
Recall that a sheaf is a contravariant functor from OpM to Mod(C)
satisfying a certain “patching condition”. By replacing OpM with
Opsub,cM and modifying the “patching condition”, we obtain the no-
tion of subanalytic sheaves introduced in [KS01] (see also [Pr08] for its
more detailed study).
Definition 3.1. A subanalytic presheaf F is a contravariant functor
from Opsub,cM to Mod(C). We say that a subanalytic presheaf F is a
subanalytic sheaf if it satisfies:
(i) F (∅) = 0,
(ii) For U, V ∈ Opsub,cM , the sequence
0 −→ F (U ∪ V ) r1−−→ F (U)⊕ F (V ) r2−−→ F (U ∩ V )
is exact. Here r1 is given by the restriction maps and r2 is given
by the difference of the restriction maps F (U) −→ F (U ∩ V ) and
F (V ) −→ F (U ∩ V ).
Denote by Mod(C subM ) the category of subanalytic sheaves. Recall
that Mod(CM) denotes the category of sheaves onM . Since a sheaf is a
contravariant functor from OpM , the inclusion functor Op
sub,c
M −→ OpM
induces a fully faithful functor
ιM : Mod(CM) −→ Mod(C subM ).
For example,
Hom
Mod(C
sub
M
)
(ιMCU , F ) ≃ F (U) for any U ∈ Opsub,cM .
The functor ιM does not commute with inductive limits. We denote
by “lim−→” the inductive limit in Mod(C
sub
M ) in order to avoid confusion.
Note that (
“lim−→”
i
Fi
)
(U) ≃ lim−→
i
(
Fi(U)
)
for any U ∈ Opsub,cM and a filtrant inductive system {Fi}i of subanalytic
sheaves.
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The functor ιM admits a left adjoint, denoted by αM . For F ∈
Mod(C subM ), the sheaf αM(F ) is the sheaf given by
OpM ∋ U 7−→ lim←−
V ∈Opsub,c
M
, V⊂⊂U
F (V ).
The functor αM has a left adjoint βM . For F ∈ Mod(CM), βMF is the
subanalytic sheaf associated with the subanalytic presheaf Opsub,cM ∋
U −→ F (U). Hence we have two pairs of adjoint functors (αM , ιM ) and
(βM , αM):
Mod(CM)
βM
//
ιM
//
Mod(C subM ).αM
oo
Both Mod(CM) and Mod(C
sub
M ) are abelian categories, and αM and βM
are exact. The functor ιM is left exact but not right exact. However,
we have the following result.
Proposition 3.2. The restriction of ιM :
ι R-cM : ModR-c(CM) −→ Mod(C subM )(3.1)
is exact.
In fact, we have a more precise relation of these two categories (see
[KS01]).
Proposition 3.3. Let ModcR-c(CM) be the category of R-constructible
sheaves on M with compact supports. Then, Mod(C subM ) is equivalent
to Ind(Modc
R-c
(CM)), the category of ind-objects in Mod
c
R-c
(CM).
For ind-objects we refer to [SGA4] or [KS06]. In particular, we have
Hom
Mod(C
sub
M
)
(ιMG, “lim−→”
i∈I
Fi) ≃ lim−→
i∈I
Hom
Mod(C
sub
M
)
(ιMG,Fi)
for any G ∈ Modc
R-c(CM) and a filtrant inductive system {Fi}i∈I of
subanalytic sheaves.
By the functor ι R-cM , we regard R-constructible sheaves as subanalytic
sheaves.
We can define the restriction functor
Mod(C
sub
U ) −→ Mod(C subV ) for open subsets U and V ⊂ U .
For F ∈ Mod(C subU ), we denote by F |V ∈ Mod(C subV ) the image of F
by the restriction functor.
Hence, OpM ∋ U 7→ Mod(C subU ) is a prestack on the topological
space M .
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Proposition 3.4. The prestack OpM ∋ U 7→ Mod(C subU ) is a stack.
We denote by Hom the hom functor as a stack, i.e., for subanalytic
sheaves F1, F2 on M , we define
Γ(U ;Hom (F1, F2)) = HomMod(C sub
U
)
(F1|U , F2|U)
for any open subset U of M . It is a sheaf on M .
3.3. Bordered spaces. A bordered space M = (M,
∨
M) is a pair of a
good topological space
∨
M and an open subset M of
∨
M .
Notation 3.5. Let M = (M,
∨
M) and N = (N,
∨
N) be bordered spaces.
For a continuous map f : M −→ N , denote by Γf ⊂ M × N its graph,
and by Γf the closure of Γf in
∨
M × ∨N . Consider the projections
∨
M
∨
M × ∨Nq1oo q2 // ∨N.
Bordered spaces form a category as follows: a morphism f : M −→ N
is a continuous map f : M −→ N such that q1| Γf : Γf −→
∨
M is proper;
the composition of two morphisms is the composition of the underlying
continuous maps.
Remark 3.6. (i) Let f : M −→ N be a continuous map.
(a) If f can be extended to a continuous map
∨
f :
∨
M −→ ∨N , then
f is a morphism of bordered space from M to N.
(b) If
∨
N is compact, then f is a morphism of bordered space from
M to N.
(ii) The forgetful functor from the category of bordered spaces to that
of good topological spaces is given by
M = (M,
∨
M) 7−→ ◦M :=M.
It has a fully faithful left adjoint M 7→ (M,M). By this functor,
we regard good topological spaces as particular bordered spaces,
and denote (M,M) simply by M .
Be aware that M = (M,
∨
M) 7→ ∨M is not a functor.
(iii) Note that M ≃ (M,M), where M is the closure of M in ∨M . More
generally, for a morphism of bordered spaces f : M −→ N, M is
isomorphic to the bordered space (Γf , Γf).
(iv) The category of bordered spaces has an initial object, the empty
set. It has also a final object, pt, the topological space consisting
of one point. It also admits products:
(M,
∨
M)× (N, ∨N) ≃ (M ×N, ∨M × ∨N).
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Let M = (M,
∨
M) be a bordered space. The morphisms of bordered
spaces
(3.2) M −→ M jM−−→ ∨M
are defined by the continuous maps M
id−−→ M →֒ ∨M .
Definition 3.7. We say that a morphism f : M −→ N is semi-proper
if q2| Γf : Γf −→
∨
N is proper. We say that f is proper if moreover
◦
f :
◦
M −→ ◦N is proper.
For example, jM is semi-proper.
The class of semi-proper (resp. proper) morphisms is closed under
composition.
Definition 3.8. A subset S of a bordered space M = (M,
∨
M) is a
subset of M . We say that S is open (resp. closed, locally closed) if it
is so in M . We say that S is relatively compact if it is contained in a
compact subset of
∨
M .
As seen by the following obvious lemma, the notion of relatively
compact subsets only depends on M (and not on
∨
M).
Lemma 3.9. Let f : M −→ N be a morphism of bordered spaces.
(i) If S is a relatively compact subset of M, then its image
◦
f(S) ⊂ ◦N
is a relatively compact subset of N.
(ii) Assume furthermore that f is semi-proper. If S is a relatively
compact subset of N, then its inverse image
◦
f−1(S) ⊂ ◦M is a
relatively compact subset of M.
3.4. Subanalytic sheaves on bordered subanalytic spaces. A
bordered subanalytic space is a bordered space M = (M,
∨
M) such that
∨
M is a subanalytic space and M is a subanalytic open subset of
∨
M .
Then we can consider the category of bordered subanalytic spaces. A
morphism M = (M,
∨
M) −→ N = (N, ∨N) of bordered subanalytic spaces
is a morphism f of bordered spaces such that the graph Γf is a suban-
alytic subset of
∨
M × ∨N .
Let M = (M,
∨
M) be a bordered subanalytic space. We denote by
Opsub,c
M
the full subcategory of OpM consisting of open subsets of M
which are subanalytic and relatively compact in
∨
M . A subanalytic
sheaf on M is defined as follows.
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Definition 3.10. A subanalytic presheaf F on a bordered subanalytic
space M is a contravariant functor from Opsub,c
M
to Mod(C). We say
that a subanalytic presheaf F is a subanalytic sheaf if it satisfies:
(i) F (∅) = 0,
(ii) For U, V ∈ Opsub,c
M
, the sequence
0 −→ F (U ∪ V ) r1−−→ F (U)⊕ F (V ) r2−−→ F (U ∩ V )
is exact.
We denote by Mod(C
sub
M
) the category of subanalytic sheaves on M.
We have a canonical fully faithful functor
ιM : Mod(C ◦
M
) −→ Mod(C sub
M
).(3.3)
Here Mod(C ◦
M
) denotes the category of sheaves on the topological space
◦
M. The functor ιM is left exact but not exact.
We say that a sheaf on
◦
M is an R-constructible sheaf on M if it
can be extended to an R-constructible sheaf on
∨
M . Let us denote by
ModR-c(CM) the category of R-constructible sheaves on M. Then the
restriction of ιM
ι R-c
M
: ModR-c(CM) −→ Mod(C subM )
is exact. By this functor, we regard R-constructible sheaves on M as
subanalytic sheaves on M.
3.5. Functorial properties of subanalytic sheaves.
3.5.1. Tensor product and Inner hom. Let M = (M,
∨
M) be a bordered
subanalytic space. The category Mod(C sub
M
) has tensor product and
inner hom:
• ⊗ • : Mod(C sub
M
)×Mod(C sub
M
) −→ Mod(C sub
M
) and
Ihom ( • , • ) : Mod(C
sub
M
) op ×Mod(C sub
M
) −→ Mod(C sub
M
).
For F1, F2 ∈ Mod(C subM ), their tensor product F1⊗F2 is the subanalytic
sheaf associated with the subanalytic presheaf Opsub,c
M
∋ U 7→ F1(U)⊗
F2(U). The inner hom Ihom (F1, F2) is given by
Opsub,c
M
∋ U 7→ Hom
Mod(C
sub
(U,
∨
M)
)
(F1|
(U,
∨
M)
, F2|
(U,
∨
M)
).
We have
Hom
Mod(C
sub
M
)
(F1 ⊗F2, F3) ≃ HomMod(C sub
M
)
(F1,Ihom (F2, F3))
for F1, F2, F3 ∈ Mod(C subM ).
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The bifunctor • ⊗ • is exact, and Ihom ( • , • ) is left exact.
3.5.2. Direct images and Inverse images. Let M = (M,
∨
M) and N =
(N,
∨
N) be bordered subanalytic spaces and let f : M −→ N be a mor-
phism of bordered subanalytic spaces.
For F ∈ Mod(C sub
M
), its direct image f∗F ∈ Mod(C subN ) is defined by(
f∗F
)
(V ) = Hom
Mod(C
sub
M
)
(Cf−1V , F ) for any V ∈ Opsub,cN .(3.4)
The functor f∗ : Mod(C
sub
M
) −→ Mod(C sub
N
) has a left adjoint
f−1 : Mod(C
sub
N
) −→ Mod(C sub
M
).
The functor f−1 is called the inverse image functor. For a subanalytic
sheaf G on N, its inverse image f−1G is the subanalytic sheaf associated
with the subanalytic presheaf
Opsub,c
M
∋ U 7−→ lim−→
V ∈Opsub,c
N
, U⊂f−1V
G(V ).
The functor f−1 is exact.
For F ∈ Mod(C sub
M
), the direct image with proper support f!! F is
defined by
Γ(V ; f!! F ) = lim−→
U
Hom(Cf−1V ;F ⊗CU) for V ∈ Opsub,cN .
Here U ranges over the open subsets in Opsub,c
M
such that f−1V ∩U −→ V
is proper, where U denotes the closure of U in M . In general, the
diagram
Mod(CM)
ιM
//
f!

NC
Mod(C sub
M
)
f!!

Mod(CN) ιN
// Mod(C sub
N
)
is not commutative, that is why we use the different notation f!! . Note
that the above diagram commutes if f is semi-proper.
Example 3.11. Let M = R>0, N = R and let f : M −→ N be the
canonical inclusion. Then we have
f!!CM ≃ “lim−→”
c−→0+
C{t>c} and
f!CM ≃C{t>0}.
They are not isomorphic. Indeed, we have for U = {t ; 0 < t < 1} ∈
Opsub,cN
Γ(U ; “lim−→”
c−→ 0+
C{t>c}) ≃ lim−→
c−→ 0+
Γ(U ;C{t>c}) ≃ 0 and Γ(U ;C{t>0}) ≃ C.
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Recall the morphism jM : M −→
∨
M of bordered subanalytic spaces.
We have
jM!! j
−1
M
F ≃ C ◦
M
⊗F,
jM∗j
−1
M
F ≃ Ihom (C ◦
M
, F )
for F ∈ Mod(C sub∨
M
).(3.5)
Moreover, the functor j−1
M
: Mod(C
sub
∨
M
) −→ Mod(C sub
M
) induces an
equivalence of abelian categories:
Mod(C
sub
∨
M
) / Mod(C
sub
∨
M\M
) ≃ Mod(C sub
M
).
Here Mod(C sub∨
M\M
) is regarded as a full subcategory of Mod(C sub∨
M
) by
the fully faithful exact functor i∗ ≃ i!! : Mod(C sub∨
M\M
) −→ Mod(C sub∨
M
),
where i :
∨
M \M →֒ ∨M is the closed inclusion.
3.6. Derived functors. The fully faithful exact functor
ι R-c
M
: ModR-c(CM) −→ Mod(C subM )
induces a fully faithful functor Db
R-c(CM)֌D
b(C sub
M
) by which we regard
D
b
R-c(CM) as a full subcategory of D
b(C sub
M
).
The functors introduced in the previous subsection have derived
functors:
• ⊗ • : Db(C sub
M
)× Db(C sub
M
) −→ Db(C sub
M
),
RIhom ( • , • ) : D−(C
sub
M
) op × D+(C sub
M
) −→ D+(C sub
M
),
f−1 : Db(C
sub
N
) −→ Db(C sub
M
),
Rf∗ : D
b(C
sub
M
) −→ Db(C sub
N
),
Rf!! : D
b(C
sub
M
) −→ Db(C sub
N
).
The functor Rf!! has a right adjoint:
f ! : Db(C
sub
N
) −→ Db(C sub
M
).
If
◦
f :
◦
M −→ ◦N is topologically submersive, i.e., ◦f is isomorphic to ◦N ×
Rn −→ ◦N locally on ◦M, then
f ! F ≃ ω ◦
M/
◦
N
⊗ f−1F.
Here ω ◦
M/
◦
N
:=
◦
f !C◦
N
∈ Db
R-c(CM) ⊂ Db(C subM ) is the relative dualizing
complex.
These six operations satisfy the properties similar to (2.1) and (2.2)
for the Grothendieck’s six operations for sheaves.
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3.7. Ring actions. Let M be a subanalytic space, and let A be a
sheaf of C-algebras. Let F be a subanalytic sheaf onM . We say that F
has an action of A , or F is a subanalytic A -module if a homomorphism
of sheaves of C-algebras
A −→ Hom (F, F )(3.6)
is given. Since Hom (F, F ) ≃ αMIhom (F, F ), the data (3.6) is equiv-
alent to
βMA −→ Ihom (F, F ),
or βMA ⊗ F −→ F with the associativity property. We denote by
Mod(A sub) the category of subanalytic A -modules, and by Db(A sub)
its bounded derived category.
We have the tensor functor and the hom functor:
• ⊗
A
• : Db(A op)× Db(A sub) −→ D−(C subM ),
RHom
A
( • , • ) : Db(A ) op × Db(A sub) −→ D+(C subM ).
4. Subanalytic sheaves of tempered functions
4.1. Tempered distributions. Hereafter, M denotes a real analytic
manifold.
An important property of subanalytic subsets is given by the lemma
below. (See Lojasiewicz [Lo59] and also [Ma66] for a detailed study of
its consequences.)
Lemma 4.1. Let U and V be two relatively compact open subanalytic
subsets of Rn. There exist a positive integer N and C > 0 such that
dist
(
x,Rn \ (U ∪ V ))N 6 C(dist(x,Rn \ U) + dist(x,Rn \ V )).
We denote by DbM the sheaf of Schwartz’s distributions on M .
Denote by DbtM(U) the image of the restriction map Γ(M ;DbM ) −→
Γ(U ;DbM), and call it the space of tempered distributions on U .
Using Lemma 4.1, one proves:
Lemma 4.2. The subanalytic presheaf U 7→ DbtM(U) is a subanalytic
sheaf on M .
One denotes by DbtM this subanalytic sheaf. By the definition, there
is a monomorphism
DbtM // // ιMDbM ,
and an isomorphism
αMDbtM ≃ DbM .
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Let us denote by DM the sheaf of rings of differential operators with
real analytic coefficients. Then, DbtM is a subanalytic DM -module in
the sense of § 3.7.
4.2. Tempered holomorphic functions. Let X be a complex man-
ifold, and let us denote by XR the underlying real analytic manifold.
We have defined the subanalytic sheaf of tempered distributions DbtXR.
It is a subanalytic DXR-module. Let us consider the Dolbeault complex
with coefficients in DbtXR :
DbtXR
∂−→ Ω1Xc ⊗OXc DbtXR
∂−→ · · · ∂−→ ΩdXXc ⊗OXc DbtXR .
Here Xc is the complex conjugate manifold of X . It is a complex in
the category Mod(D subX ) of subanalytic DX -modules. Hence we can
consider this complex as an object of Db(D subX ), the bounded derived
category of Mod(D subX ). We denote it by O
t
X and call it the subanalytic
sheaf of tempered holomorphic functions. Note that its cohomology
groups are not concentrated at degree 0 in general.
4.3. Tempered de Rham and solution functors. Setting ΩtX :=
ΩX ⊗OX O tX ∈ Db
(
(D opX )
sub), we define the tempered de Rham and
solution functors by
DRtX : Db(DX) −→ D−(C subX ), M 7→ ΩtX
L⊗
DX
M ,
Sol tX : Db(DX) −→ D+(C subX ) op, M 7→ RHomDX (M ,O tX).
One has
DRX ≃ αX ◦ DRtX and SolX ≃ αX ◦ Sol tX .
For M ∈ Dbcoh(DX), one has
Sol tX(M ) ≃ DRtX(DXM )[−dX ].(4.1)
The next result is a reformulation of a theorem of [Ka84] (see also [KS01,
Th. 7.4.1])
Theorem 4.3. Let f : X −→ Y be a morphism of complex manifolds.
There is an isomorphism in Db
(
(f−1D opY )
sub)
:
ΩtX
L⊗
DX
DX−→Y [dX ] ∼−→ f !ΩtY [dY ].(4.2)
Note that this isomorphism (4.2) is equivalent to the isomorphism
DY←−X
L⊗
DX
O
t
X [dX ]
∼−→ f ! O tY [dY ] in Db
(
(f−1DY )
sub)
.
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Corollary 4.4. Let f : X −→ Y be a morphism of complex manifolds
and let N ∈ Db(DY ). Then (4.2) induces the isomorphism
DRtX(Df ∗N ) [dX] ≃ f !DRtY (N ) [dY ] in Db(C subX ).
Corollary 4.5. For any complex manifold X, we have
DRtX(OX) ≃ CX [dX ].
The next results are a kind of Grauert direct image theorem for
tempered holomorphic functions, and its D-module version.
Theorem 4.6 (Tempered Grauert theorem [KS96, Th. 7.3]). Let f : X −→
Y be a morphism of complex manifolds, let F ∈ Dbcoh(OX) and assume
that f is proper on Supp(F ). Then there is a natural isomorphism
Rf!! (O
t
X
L⊗
OX
F ) ≃ O tY
L⊗
OY
Rf! F .
Proposition 4.7 ([KS01, Th. 7.4.6]). Let f : X −→ Y be a morphism of
complex manifolds. Let M ∈ Dbq-good(DX) and assume that f is proper
on Supp(M ). Then there is an isomorphism in Db(C
sub
Y )
DRtY (Df∗M ) ∼−→Rf∗DRtX(M ).
For a closed hypersurface S ⊂ X , denote by OX(∗S) the sheaf of
meromorphic functions with poles at S. It is a holonomic DX-module
and flat as an OX-module. For M ∈ Db(DX) or M ∈ Db(D subX ), set
M (∗S) = M D⊗OX(∗S).
Proposition 4.8. Let S be a closed complex hypersurface in X. There
are isomorphisms
O tX(∗S)≃ RIhom (CX\S,O tX) in Db(D subX ),
OX(∗S)≃RHom (CX\S,O tX) in Db(DX).
Corollary 4.9. Let S be a closed complex hypersurface in X. There
are isomorphisms in Db(C subX )
DRtX(OX(∗S))≃ DRX(OX(∗S))
≃ RHom (CX\S,CX) [dX ].
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5. Enhanced subanalytic sheaves
5.1. Enhanced tensor product and inner hom. Consider the 2-
point compactification of the real line R :=R⊔{+∞,−∞}. Denote by
P1(R) = R ⊔ {∞} the real projective line. Then R has a structure of
subanalytic space such that the natural map R −→ P1(R) is a morphism
of subanalytic spaces.
Notation 5.1. We will consider the bordered subanalytic space
R∞ := (R,R).
Note that R∞ is isomorphic to (R,P
1(R)) as a bordered subanalytic
space.
Consider the morphisms of bordered subanalytic spaces
a : R∞ −→ R∞,(5.1)
µ, q1, q2 : R∞ × R∞ −→ R∞,
where a(t) = −t, µ(t1, t2) = t1+t2 and q1, q2 are the natural projections.
For a subanalytic space M , we will use the same notations for the
associated morphisms
a : M × R∞ −→M × R∞,
µ, q1, q2 : M × R∞ × R∞ −→ M × R∞.
We also use the natural morphisms
M × R∞ //
πM
$$❍
❍❍
❍❍
❍❍
❍❍
M × R
πM{{①①
①①
①①
①①
①
M.
(5.2)
Definition 5.2. The functors
+⊗ : Db(C subM×R∞)× Db(C
sub
M×R∞) −→ Db(C
sub
M×R∞),
Ihom+ : D−(C
sub
M×R∞)
op × D+(C subM×R∞) −→ D+(C
sub
M×R∞)
are defined by
K1
+⊗K2 = Rµ!! (q−11 K1 ⊗ q−12 K2),
Ihom+(K1, K2) = Rq1∗RIhom (q
−1
2 K1, µ
!K2).
One sets
C{t>0} = C{(x,t)∈M×R ; t>0}.(5.3)
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We use similar notation for C{t=0}, C{t>0}, C{t60}, C{t=a}, etc. These
are R-constructible sheaves onM×R∞. We also regard them as objects
of Db(C subM×R∞).
Lemma 5.3. For K ∈ Db(C subM×R∞), there are isomorphisms
C{t=0}
+⊗K ≃ K ≃ Ihom+(C{t=0}, K).
More generally, for a ∈ R, we have
C{t=a}
+⊗K ≃ Rµa∗K ≃ Ihom+(C{t=−a}, K),
where µa : M × R∞ −→ M × R∞ is the morphism induced by the trans-
lation t 7→ t + a.
Corollary 5.4. The category Db(C subM×R∞) has a structure of commuta-
tive tensor category with
+⊗ as tensor product and C{t=0} as unit object.
As seen in the following lemma, the functor Ihom+ is the inner hom
of the tensor category Db(C
sub
M×R∞).
Lemma 5.5. For K1, K2, K3 ∈ Db(C subM×R∞) one has
Hom
Db(C
sub
M×R∞
)
(K1
+⊗K2, K3)
≃ Hom
Db(C
sub
M×R∞
)
(
K1, Ihom
+(K2, K3)
)
,
Ihom+(K1
+⊗K2, K3) ≃ Ihom+
(
K1, Ihom
+(K2, K3)
)
,
RπM ∗RIhom (K1
+⊗K2, K3) ≃ RπM ∗RIhom (K1,Ihom+(K2, K3)).
We define the outer hom functors on Db(C subM×R∞) as follows.
Definition 5.6. One defines the hom functor
IhomE : Db(C
sub
M×R∞)
op × Db(C subM×R∞) −→ D+(C
sub
M )
IhomE(K1, K2) = RπM ∗RIhom (K1, K2),
and one sets
HomE = αM ◦IhomE : Db(C subM×R∞) op × Db(C
sub
M×R∞) −→ D+(CM).
Note that
Hom
Db(C
sub
M×R∞
)
(K1, K2) ≃ H0
(
M ;HomE(K1, K2)
)
.
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5.2. Enhanced sheaf of tempered distributions. Let M be a real
analytic manifold. Let jM : M × R∞ −→ M × P1(R) be the canonical
morphism.
Let t be the affine coordinate of P1(R). Then, ∂t := ∂/∂t is a vector
field on M × P1(R), and hence it acts on DbtM×P1(R).
Lemma 5.7. The morphism of subanalytic sheaves
∂t − 1: DbtM×P1(R) −→ DbtM×P1(R)
is an epimorphism.
We define the subanalytic sheaf on M × R∞ by
DbTM = Ker
(
∂t − 1 : j−1M DbtM×P1(R) −→ j−1M DbtM×P1(R)
)
.
Since any solution of (∂t − 1)u(t, x) = 0 can be written as u(t, x) =
etϕ(x), we have a monomorphism in Mod(C
sub
M×R∞)
DbTM // // π−1M ιMDbM by u(t, x) 7→ ϕ(x).
Note that DbTM is a subanalytic π−1M DM -module. We call it the en-
hanced subanalytic sheaf of tempered distributions.
Proposition 5.8.
DbTM ≃Ihom+(C{t>a},DbTM) for any a ∈ R
≃Ihom+(CTM [1],DbTM).
Here we set
C
T
M := “lim−→”
c−→+∞
C{t<c}.
The enhanced subanalytic sheaf CTM satisfies
C
T
M [1]
+⊗CTM [1] ≃ CTM [1].
We can recover DbtM and DbM from DbTM as follows:
IhomE(CTM ,DbTM) ≃ DbtM ,
HomE(CTM ,DbTM) ≃ DbM .
(5.4)
Remark 5.9. The definition of DbT is slightly different from the one in
[DK13, KS15, DK15]. The notation DbT in loc. cit. is equal to DbT[1]
in our notation.
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5.3. Enhanced sheaf of tempered holomorphic functions. Let
X be a complex manifold, and let us denote by XR the underlying real
analytic manifold. We have defined the enhanced subanalytic sheaf of
tempered distributions DbTXR. It is a subanalytic π−1X DXR-module. Let
us consider the Dolbeault complex with coefficients in DbTXR:
DbTXR
∂−→ Ω1Xc ⊗OXc DbTXR
∂−→ · · · ∂−→ ΩdXXc ⊗OXc DbTXR .
Here Xc is the complex conjugate manifold of X . It is a complex in
the category Mod((π−1X DX)
sub) of subanalytic π−1X DX -modules, where
DbTXR is situated at degree 0 and ΩdXXc⊗OXcDbTXR at degree dX . Hence we
can consider this complex as an object of Db
(
(π−1X DX)
sub), the bounded
derived category of Mod
(
(π−1X DX)
sub). We denote it by OTX and call it
the enhanced sheaf of tempered holomorphic functions. Note that its
cohomology groups are not concentrated at degree 0.
Remark 5.10. If X = pt, then
O
T
X ≃ DbTXR ≃ CTX := “lim−→”
c−→+∞
C{t<c}
as objects of Db(C sub
R∞
). Indeed, for −∞ 6 a < b 6 +∞, et is a
tempered distribution on the open interval (a, b) if and only if (a, b) ⊂
{t < c} for some c ∈ R.
By (5.4), we have
IhomE(CTX ,O
T
X) ≃ O tX and
HomE(CTX ,O
T
X) ≃ OX .
(5.5)
5.4. Enhanced de Rham and solution functors. We set
ΩTX := π
−1
X ΩX ⊗π−1
X
OX
O
T
X ∈ Db
(
(π−1X D
op
X )
sub)
.
We define the enhanced de Rham and solution functors
DRTX : Db(DX) −→ Db(C subX×R∞),
SolTX : Db(DX) −→ Db(C subX×R∞) op
by
DRTX(M ) :=ΩTX
L⊗
π−1
X
DX
π−1X M ,
SolTX(M ) :=RHomπ−1
X
DX
(π−1X M ,O
T
X).
Note that
SolTX(M ) ≃ DRTX(DXM )[−dX ] for M ∈ Dbcoh(DX).
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By (5.5), we have for any M ∈ Db(DX)
DRtXM ≃ IhomE(CTX ,DRTXM ),
DRXM ≃ HomE(CTX ,DRTXM ).
(5.6)
For a particular case of holonomic D-modules, we can calculate ex-
plicitly the enhanced de Rham. Let Y ⊂ X be a complex analytic
hypersurface of a complex manifold X , and set U = X \ Y . For
ϕ ∈ OX(∗Y ), one sets
DXe
ϕ = DX/ {P ∈ DX ; P eϕ = 0 on U} ,
E
ϕ
U |X = DXe
ϕ(∗Y ).
Hence DXe
ϕ is a DX -submodule of E
ϕ
U |X, and DXe
ϕ as well as E ϕU |X is a
holonomic DX -module. Note that E
ϕ
U |X is isomorphic to OX(∗Y ) as an
OX-module, and the connection OX(∗Y ) −→ Ω1X ⊗OX OX(∗Y ) is given
by u 7→ du+udϕ. We call E ϕU |X the exponential module with exponent
ϕ.
For c ∈ R, write for short
{t < Reϕ+ c} := {(x, t) ∈ U × R ; t < Reϕ(x) + c} ⊂ X × R.
Similarly to Remark 5.10, one can calculate explicitly DRTX(M )
when M is an exponential D-module.
Proposition 5.11. Let Y ⊂ X be a closed complex analytic hypersur-
face, and set U = X \ Y . For ϕ ∈ OX(∗Y ), there are isomorphisms
DRTX(E ϕU |X)≃ RIhom (π−1X CU , “lim−→”
c−→+∞
C{t<Reϕ+c})[dX ].
The next results are easy consequences of Theorem 4.3, Corollary 4.4,
Corollary 4.7.
Theorem 5.12. Let f : X −→ Y be a morphism of complex manifolds.
Let fR : X × R∞ −→ Y × R∞ be the morphism induced by f .
(i) There is an isomorphism in Db
(
(π−1X f
−1DY )
sub)
(fR)
!
O
T
Y [dY ] ≃ π−1X DY←−X
L⊗
π−1
X
DX
O
T
X [dX ].
(ii) For any N ∈ Db(DY ) there is an isomorphism in Db(C subX )
DRTX(Df ∗N )[dX ] ≃ (fR) !DRTY (N )[dY ].
(iii) Let M ∈ Dbgood(DX), and assume that Supp(M ) is proper over
Y . Then, there are isomorphisms in Db(C
sub
Y )
DRTY (Df∗M ) ≃ RfR∗DRTX(M ),
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6. Main theorems
The Riemann-Hilbert correspondence for holonomic D-modules can
be stated as follows.
Theorem 6.1. There exists a canonical isomorphism functorial with
respect to M ∈ Dbhol(DX):
M
D⊗O tX ∼−→ IhomE(SolTX(M ),O TX) in Db(D subX ).(6.1)
Applying the functor αX to (6.1), we obtain
Theorem 6.2 (Enhanced Riemann-Hilbert correspondence). There
exists a canonical isomorphism functorial with respect to M ∈ Dbhol(DX):
M ∼−→ HomE(SolTX(M ),O TX) in Db(DX).(6.2)
Thus we obtain the quasi-commutative diagram
D
b
rh(DX) SolX
∼
//


id
++
D
b
C-c(CX)
op
RHom (∗ ,O tX)
∼
//

e

D
b
rh(DX)


D
b
hol(DX)
SolTX
//
canonical
33
D
b(C
sub
X×R∞)
op
HomE(∗ ,O T
X
)
// D
b(DX).
Here the fully faithful functor e : Db(CX) −→ Db(C subX×R∞) is defined
by
e(F ) := CTX ⊗ π−1X F.
Theorem 6.2 shows that SolTX as well as DRTX is faithful. In fact, we
can also show the following full faithfulness of the enhanced de Rham
functor.
Theorem 6.3. For M ,N ∈ Dbhol(DX), one has an isomorphism
RHom
DX
(M ,N ) ∼−→ HomE(DRTXM ,DRTXN ).
In particular, the functor
DRTX : Dbhol(DX) −→ Db(C subX×R∞)
is fully faithful.
Remark 6.4. Theorems 6.2 and 6.3 due to [DK13, Th. 9.6.1, Th. 9.7.1]
are a natural formulation of the Riemann-Hilbert correspondence for
irregular D-modules. Theorem 6.1 is due to [KS14, Th. 4.5], which is
a generalization of a theorem of J-E. Bjo¨rk ([Bj93]).
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7. A brief outline of the proof of the main theorems
We reduce the main theorems to the exponential D-module case,
using the results of Mochizuki and Kedlaya.
7.1. Real blow up. A classical tool in the study of differential equa-
tions is the real blow up.
Recall that C× denotes C \ {0} and R>0 the multiplicative group of
positive real numbers. Consider the action of R>0 on C
× × R:
R>0 × (C× × R) −→ C× × R, (a, (z, t)) 7→ (az, a−1t)
and set
C˜
tot = (C× × R)/R>0, C˜ = (C× × R>0)/R>0, C˜>0 = (C× × R>0)/R>0.
One denotes by ̟tot the map:
̟tot : C˜tot −→ C, (z, t) 7→ tz.(7.1)
Then we have
C˜
tot ⊃ C˜ ⊃ C˜>0 ∼−→ C×.
Let X = Cn ≃ Cr × Cn−r and let D be the divisor {z1 · · · zr = 0},
where (z1, . . . , zn) is a coordinate system on X . Set
X˜tot = (C˜tot)r × Cn−r, X˜>0 = (C˜>0)r × Cn−r, X˜ = (C˜)r × Cn−r.
Then X˜ is the closure of X˜>0 in X˜tot. The map ̟tot in (7.1) defines
the map
̟ : X˜ −→ X.
The map ̟ is proper and induces an isomorphism
̟|X˜>0 : X˜>0 = ̟−1(X \D) ∼−→ X \D.
We call X˜ the real blow up of X along D.
Remark 7.1. The real manifold X˜ (with boundary) as well as the map
̟ : X˜ −→ X may be intrinsically defined for a complex manifold X and
a normal crossing divisor D, but X˜tot is only intrinsically defined as a
germ of a manifold in a neighborhood of X˜ .
Definition 7.2. Let AX˜ be the subsheaf of j∗(OX\D) consisting of
holomorphic functions tempered at any point of X˜ \ X˜>0 = ̟−1(D).
Here, j : X \D ≃ X˜>0 →֒ X˜ is the open embedding. We set
D
A
X˜
:=AX˜ ⊗̟−1OX ̟−1DX .
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Then AX˜ and DAX˜ are sheaves of rings on X˜. We have a commutative
diagram
̟−1OX // //


̟−1DX


AX˜ // // DAX˜ .
We have
R̟∗AX˜ ≃ OX(∗D).
For M ∈ Db(DX) we set:
M
A := DA
X˜
L⊗
̟−1DX
̟−1M ∈ Db(DA
X˜
).(7.2)
Then we obtain
R̟∗M
A
X˜
≃ M (∗D).(7.3)
7.2. Normal form. The result in § 1.3 for ordinary linear differential
equations is generalized to higher dimensions by T. Mochizuki ([Mo09,
Mo11]) and K. S. Kedlaya ([Ke10, Ke11]). In this subsection, we collect
some of their results that we shall need.
Let X be a complex manifold and D ⊂ X a normal crossing divisor.
We shall use the notations introduced in the previous subsection: in
particular the real blow up ̟ : X˜ −→ X and the notation MA of (7.2).
Definition 7.3. We say that a holonomic DX-module M has a normal
form along D if
(i) M ≃ M (∗D),
(ii) SingSupp(M ) ⊂ D,
(iii) for any x ∈ ̟−1(D) ⊂ X˜ , there exist an open neighborhood U ⊂ X
of ̟(x) and finitely many ϕi ∈ Γ(U ;OX(∗D)) such that
(MA)|V ≃
(⊕
i
(E ϕiU\D|U)
A
)∣∣∣∣∣
V
for some open neighborhood V of x with V ⊂ ̟−1(U).
A ramification of X along D on a neighborhood U of x ∈ D is a
finite map
p : X ′ −→ U
of the form
p(z′1, . . . , z
′
n) = (z
′m1
1 , . . . , z
′mr
r , z
′
r+1, . . . , z
′
n)
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for some (m1, . . . , mr) ∈ (Z>0)r. Here (z′1, . . . , z′n) is a local coordinate
system of X ′, and (z1, . . . , zn) is a local coordinate system of X such
that D = {z1 · · · zr = 0}.
Definition 7.4. We say that a holonomic DX-module M has a quasi-
normal form along D if it satisfies (i) and (ii) in Definition 7.3, and if
for any x ∈ D there exists a ramification p : X ′ −→ U on a neighborhood
U of x such that Dp∗(M |U) has a normal form along p−1(D ∩ U).
Remark 7.5. In the above definition, Dp∗(M |U) as well as Dp∗Dp∗(M |U)
is concentrated at degree zero. Moreover, M |U is a direct summand of
Dp∗Dp
∗(M |U).
7.3. Results of Mochizuki and Kedlaya. The next result is an es-
sential tool in the study of holonomic D-modules and is easily deduced
from the fundamental work of Mochizuki [Mo09, Mo11] (see also Sab-
bah [Sa00] for preliminary results and see Kedlaya [Ke10, Ke11] for
the analytic case).
Theorem 7.6. Let X be a complex manifold, M a holonomic DX-
module and x ∈ X. Then there exist an open neighborhood U of x,
a closed analytic hypersurface Y ⊂ U , a complex manifold X ′ and a
projective morphism f : X ′ −→ U such that
(i) SingSupp(M ) ∩ U ⊂ Y ,
(ii) D := f−1(Y ) is a normal crossing divisor of X ′,
(iii) f induces an isomorphism X ′ \D −→ U \ Y ,
(iv) (Df ∗M )(∗D) has a quasi-normal form along D.
Remark that, under assumption (iii), (Df ∗M )(∗D) is concentrated
at degree zero.
Using Theorem 7.6, one easily deduces the next lemma.
Lemma 7.7. Let PX(M ) be a statement concerning a complex mani-
fold X and a holonomic object M ∈ Dbhol(DX). Consider the following
conditions.
(a) Let X =
⋃
i∈I Ui be an open covering. Then PX(M ) is true if and
only if PUi(M |Ui) is true for any i ∈ I.
(b) If PX(M ) is true, then PX(M [n]) is true for any n ∈ Z.
(c) Let M ′ −→ M −→ M ′′ +1−−→ be a distinguished triangle in Dbhol(DX).
If PX(M
′) and PX(M
′′) are true, then PX(M ) is true.
(d) Let M and M ′ be holonomic DX-modules. If PX(M⊕M ′) is true,
then PX(M ) is true.
(e) Let f : X −→ Y be a projective morphism and M a good holonomic
DX-module. If PX(M ) is true, then PY (Df∗M ) is true.
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(f) If M is a holonomic DX-module with a normal form along a normal
crossing divisor of X, then PX(M ) is true.
If conditions (a)–(f) are satisfied, then PX(M ) is true for any complex
manifold X and any M ∈ Dbhol(DX).
Sketch of the proof of the main theorems in §6
By applying Lemma 7.7, we reduce the assertions to the case of holo-
nomic D-modules with a normal form, then to the case of the exponen-
tial D-modules. 
8. Stokes filtrations and enhanced de Rham functor
In this last section, we explain the relation between the enhanced
solution sheaf and the Stokes filtration discussed in § 1.5. Let us keep
the notations in § 1.3. In particular, recall that 0 ∈ X ⊂ C, M is a
holonomic DX -module, ̟ : X˜ −→ X is the projection and j : X \{0} →֒
X˜ is the open embedding. We set X∗ :=X \ {0}. Let ̟R : X˜ ×R∞ −→
X × R∞ be the morphism induced by ̟ and let i : S :=̟−1(0) →֒ X˜
be the closed embedding.
Set
M
′ = DX
(
(DXM )(∗{0})
)
.
Then we have a morphism M ′ −→ M such that it induces an isomor-
phism M ′(∗{0}) ∼−→ M .
We set
S
T := SolT(M ′) ≃ RIhom(CX∗×R, SolT(M )) ∈ Db(C subX×R∞).
Since etuj(z)|Dθ0×R is tempered on
{t+ Reϕj < c} := {(z, t) ∈ X∗ × R ; t+ Re(ϕj(z)) < c}
for any c (see Proposition 5.11), we have
CDθ0×R
⊗S T ≃
⊕
16j6r
CDθ0×R
⊗S Tϕj ,
where
S
T
ϕ := “lim−→”
c−→+∞
C{t+Re ϕ˜<c} ∈ Mod(C subX×R∞) for ϕ ∈ Φ.(8.1)
Here ϕ˜ ∈ (OX(∗{0})0 is a representative of ϕ ∈ Φ := (OX(∗{0}/OX)0.
Note that the right-hand side of of (8.1) does not depend on the choice
of a representaive ϕ˜.
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Set
S˜
T
ϕ := (̟R)
−1
S
T
ϕ ∈ Db(C subX˜×R∞) and
S˜
T := (̟R)
!
S
T ≃ RIhom (CX∗×R, (̟R)−1S T) ∈ Db(C subX˜×R∞).
Then set
Kϕ := Hom
E(S˜ Tϕ , S˜
T) ∈ Db(CX˜).
Since S˜ Tϕ |X∗×R∞ ≃ CTX∗ , we have
Kϕ|X∗ ≃ L := HomDX (M ,OX)|X∗ .
Then we obtain a morphism of sheaves on S
i−1Kϕ −→ i−1j∗(Kϕ|X∗) ≃ L˜ := i−1j∗L.
Lemma 8.1. The object i−1Kϕ ∈ Db(CS) is concentrated at degree 0.
The above morphism i−1Kϕ −→ L˜ is a monomorphism and its image
coincides with Fϕ.
Thus, SolT(M ) recovers the Stokes filtration {Fϕ}ϕ∈Φ on L˜.
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